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ABSTRACT
The flow field of a typical steam valve geometry used for large power stations is computed
with CFD methods at different operation conditions. Unsteady CFD calculations using the
Zonal-Forced-LES model are performed to model the flow instabilities and the dynamic
forces. These time-dependent forces are transferred to highly non-linear time-dependent FEM
calculations to analyse the vibration level generated by the dynamic forces.
The flow analysis shows that wall jet separation, shear layer instabilities and acoustic
modes contribute significantly to the dynamic steam forces at part load operation. Geometry
modifications which affect these phenomena are presented and evaluated at different
operation conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
The power output of steam turbine plants can be controlled by adjusting the pressure in the
boiler and throttling the mass flow by steam turbine inlet valves. As the adjustment of the live steam
pressure is slow and limited due to the characteristics of the boiler, inlet valves are always necessary
to control the power output of a steam turbine. Due to large pressure drops and high mass flow
rates, a large amount of energy is dissipated in the valve. Depending on the design of the valve a
certain amount of the dissipated energy is converted to sound and vibration.
At part load operation conditions, at which large pressure drops and still high mass flow rates exist,
the dissipation is large. At these operation conditions undesired valve vibrations are reported. For
instance, Zaryankin [20] investigated valve failures rates of steam turbine inlet valves. The analysis
shows, that valves which are used in base load plants have the lowest failure rate. Turbine inlet
valves, which are used in cogeneration plants operate more often in part load and have
comparatively high mass flow rates due to steam extraction. According to Zaryankin [20] these
valves have a failure rate which is 2 to 3 times higher than the failure rate of valves used in base
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load plants. The highest failure rate is observed at steam turbines used in chemical plants and steel
works which often operate in part load.
As the amount of volatile renewable energy fed into the power grid increases, thermal power
stations will have to operate more often in part load. So the operation conditions which are
undesired in terms of valve vibration occur more often and research has to be conducted to reduce
the valve vibrations at part load operation. Certain parts of steam valves can be damaged at these
operation conditions. Kostyuk[8] et al. report destroyed nozzle boxes and valve seats. Zhang et al.
[22] report of a valve stem rupture.
Early research on flow induced valve vibrations using scaled models was done by Heymann [6]
in the seventies. Measurements in model valves show, that the sound generated by the valve
depends on the flow topology and on the operation point. Two flow topologies are distinguished by
Haymann. These are the attached flow topology and the detached flow topology. The detached flow
generates a significantly higher sound level than the attached flow. The reason for the transition
between the two topologies could not be clarified at that time. Later investigations by the Domnick
et al. [3] of a similar valve geometry show, that the transition of the flow topology is related to the
Coanda effect. It is also shown, that the flow topology correlates with the vibrational level of the
steam valve. In case of the detached flow, the vibrations measured at the steam valve are
significantly higher than in case of attached flow.
Besides wall jet separation other fluid dynamic phenomena can cause undesired dynamic steam
forces and vibration. Several researchers as Nakano [13], Ziada [23] and Widell [18] report of
acoustic modes which are excited in valves and generate undesired vibration or noise. Depending
on the geometry of the valve, different mechanisms exist, which can excite the mode. These can be
for instance oblique or normal oscillating shocks, jet instabilities or fluid structure interaction.
Other researchers report that normal shocks, which exist at certain operation conditions in
convergent-divergent valve gaps, can cause severe valve vibration if they start to oscillate. The
investigations of Pluviose [15], Stastny [16] and Zhang [21] show that dynamic forces and pressure
pulsations are significantly reduced if the shape of the valve gap is changed from convergentdivergent to pure convergent. In this case the shock cannot exist in the valve gap where it can
impress high dynamic forces directly to the valve plug.
If hemispherical shaped valve plugs are used, strong dynamic forces can arise due to asymmetric
flow separations from the valve plug. Comprehensive experimental as well as numerical research on
this topic is done by Morita et al. [12] who observed the transient behavior of the flow and
determined the operational range at which the asymmetric flow separation occurs. Additionally
Zanazzi [19] contributes to a better understanding of the flow field by conducting unsteady
simulations in which the SAS turbulence model by Menter [11] is applied. Zhang and Engeda [21]
compare a mushroom type valve plug to flat bottom valve plug and show that the flat bottom Valve
plug is favorable in terms of dynamic load and vibration.
A further effect that can cause valve vibration is vortex shedding. Usually vortex shedding
mechanism is coupled to another effect that triggers the separation of vortices. For instance Darwish
and Bates [2] report of vibration in a steam check valve in which the vortex shedding is coupled to a
torsional mode of the valve actor. Janzen [7] et al. report of noise and vibration problems caused by
vortex shedding in a gate valve. In this case the vortex shedding is coupled with acoustic modes.
These examples show, that various mechanisms exist, that can cause valve vibration. In several
cases two or more effects generating vibration coexist and amplify each other. Due to that
comprehensive unsteady numerical simulations are necessary to capture the effects generating
vibrations.
BASELINE DESIGN OF THE VALVE
The baseline design is a characteristic design of a steam valve as installed in large power
stations. If this valve is operated in the admissible range of design mass flow, vibration can be
clearly measured but the vibrational level does not exceed the acceptable level.
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D analysis the controll valve secttion shown in fig. 1 iss analyzed. The steam
m enters thee
In the CFD
control vallve section at
a the inlet (A) comingg form an an
nnular cham
mber which is not part of the CFD
D
domain. Thhe influencee of this chaamber on thhe flow field at the valve plug is nnegligible according
a
too
a previouss study of the
t authorss [3]. The fflow passess by four flow
f
straighhteners (B) which aree
installed ddirectly upsttream the valve.
v
It theen passes by the valvee plug (C) aand flows through
t
thee
diffuser ouutlet (F) whhich is conn
nected to thhe steam tu
urbine. Thee back cavitty of the valve
v
(D) iss
connected by four borres (E) to th
he main flow
w path to en
nable a fast movement
m
oof the valvee plug.
In the struuctural analyysis the dyn
namics of tthe valve pllug and thee actuator ar
are investigaated. Pistonn
rings (I) arre inserted in the valve plug (C) too avoid leak
kage flows and
a to dampp vibration. The plug iss
operated bby a hydrauulic actuato
or. A springg package (H) ensures that the vvalve is closed if thee
hydraulic ccylinder (G) is depresssurized. At 100% lift th
he plug is completely rretracted an
nd the valvee
is opened. At 0% Lift the valve iss closed.

Fig.1: Skettch of the vaalve and thee actuator (nnot to scale)) and the CF
FD domain
NUMERIC
CAL SETU
UP
The nuumerical invvestigationss are perform
med using the commercial code A
Ansys® CF
FX 14. Thiss
code applies a fully coupled
c
imp
plicit Navieer-Stokes so
olver. The finally
f
choseen transientt numericall
n time and sspace. The computation
c
nal domain is discretizeed by blockk
set up is seecond orderr accurate in
structured hexahedral grids. The non-dimenssional wall distance (y
y+) of the firrst node is below
b
30 inn
the valve ddiffuser and the boundaary layer is rresolved by
y at least 20 nodes. Duee to that and
d due to thee
high spatiaal resolutioon in region
ns with sup
upersonic flow the com
mputationall grids are large. Thee
number off nodes in thhe base line geometry reeaches up to
o 18 million
n nodes. Addditionally a very smalll
h to be used accordinng to previo
ous work off the authorrs [4]. So th
he transientt
time step oof 0.01ms has
simulations, which arre conducteed to obtainn the dynam
mic forces acting
a
on thhe valve plu
ug are timee
m
of com
mputationall time on 20
0 cores to sim
mulate 80 m
ms of the steeam flow att
intensive. IIt takes 2 month
one operattional point.. After 30m
ms simulatedd time a con
nstant transient level oof pressure fluctuations
f
s
is reached. The transieent data for the averageed and flucttuation quan
ntities is exttracted afterr this point.
g behavioor at typicaal operation
n conditionss for coal fired
f
powerr
As steaam has a strong real gas
stations, thhe fluid propperties of th
he superheaated steam are
a modeled
d accordingg to the IAP
PWS modell
by Wagnerr et al. [17].. The turbullence modeel has a hug
ge influence on the dynnamic forces which aree
computed. A comprehhensive stud
dy on the seelection of the
t turbulen
nce model hhas been peerformed byy
Domnick eet al. [4]. This
T
study shows
s
that tthe SAS-F turbulence model has the best ag
greement too
validation cases that comprise
c
fllow instabillities which
h also occurr in the steaam turbine inlet valve..
[
showed
d in a compparison of simulation
s
data
d to test rig measureements thatt
Additionallly Musch [14]
the major ddynamic floow effects in
n a steam tuurbine valvee are reprod
duced by thiis model. In
n contrast too
a full largge eddy siimulation the
t
SAS-F model rellies in the boundary layer on the RANS
S
formulationn. As the seeparation off the jet flow
w investigatted in this study
s
is cauused by a sh
hock relatedd
to the expaansion and recompresssion structurre of the su
upersonic jeet and not bby frictionall losses, thee
simple UR
RANS approoach in the boundary llayer is assu
umed to be sufficient ffor this casee. As large-eddy-simulations are significantly more tim
me consumin
ng and the SAS-F
S
moddel is able to
o reproducee
the charactteristic pressure fluctuaations, this m
model is used in this sttudy.
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The structural dynamics are computed by ANSYS14. The FEM model includes the valve plug,
the coupling and the valve actuator. As the bearings, which guide the valve stem and the valve plug,
have a certain clearance, the plug and the stem can also be displaced in radial direction. This effect
is modeled in the FEM calculations by defining contact surfaces. Additionally piston rings and a
packing (I) exist in the valve, which impress frictional forces on the valve plug. These frictional
forces are also modeled by contact surfaces. The spring package (H) is modeled by an analogous
body. Due to the frictional effects and the contacts, the FEM model is nonlinear. Hence it is solved
in the time domain. An implicit solver using the Newmark interpolation scheme is applied. A
detailed description of the implicit numerical scheme is described by Chung and Hulbert [1]. The
dependency of the elastic modulus on the temperature is accounted by defining temperature
dependent material properties and a temperature distribution in the valve plug.
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WALL JET SEPARATION
From operational experience it is known, that the valve discussed here, shows some vibration at
low part load operation. This vibration is acceptable if the operation curve of the valve is within the
admissible range. An example for this kind of vibration is given in fig. 2 which shows operational
records of two power stations. It shows the normalized vibration, the pressure ratio and the lift of
the valve plug while the power output of the plant is increased. At the beginning of the operational
record, the pressure ratio and the lift are low and the vibration is high. During a constant increase of
lift and pressure ratio the vibrational level is reduced suddenly. These transition points (TPs) can be
reproduced in a single plant but they differ between power plants with different design flow rate.
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Fig. 2: Operational records showing transition points at partload operation
Steady state CFD analysis
Steady state CFD calculations, which are performed prior to the unsteady calculations show that
two major flow topologies exist at part load operation in the steam valve diffuser. As in the case
described by Heymann[6] the flow can be attached or detached. In case of the attached flow, the jet
formed in the valve gap between the valve seat and the valve plug attaches to the seat and the subsequent diffuser. In case of detached flow the jet is separated from the seat by an oblique shock and
flows into the center of the diffuser. The oblique shock results from the under expansion of the supersonic jet having expansion and recompression zones. At low overall pressure ratios the local
pressure in the region of the valve seat is smaller than the pressure in the valve gap forming the jet.
Hence the jet expands directly after the valve gap. Due to the nature of the supersonic jet, the pressure in the first expansion zone drops below the pressure of the surrounding steam. This causes a
subsequent recompression which forms a shock causing the separation if a certain degree of under
expansion is exceeded.
The pressure ratio, at which the detached jet attaches, is determined in CFD calculations by increasing the pressure ratio gradually at a constant lift of the plug. This procedure is repeated at different lifts. The results are plotted in fig. 3, which shows that the pressure ratio of attachment increases with increasing lift of the valve plug. The pressure ratio of the valve is defined in eq. (1).
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This beehavior is reelated to thee Coanda efffect causing the attach
hment of thee jet. A detaailed inves-tigation onn that can be found in Domnickk et al. [3]. Basic research expeeriments reg
garding thee
Coanda efffect show thhat the presssure ratio aat which a detached
d
jett attaches too a circular surface de-pends on thhe radius too jet height ratio
r
(r/h-raatio). The baasic setup of these inveestigations and
a the def-inition of tthe geometrric ratio are shown in fi
fig. 4. The measuremen
m
nts obtainedd by differen
nt research-ers are deppicted in figg. 4 agree well.
w
Also thhe points off attachmen
nt determineed in the CF
FD calcula-tions are pplotted into this diagraam. As the ppressure close to the jet
j determinnes the separation, thee
local presssure ratio iss extracted from
f
the CF
FD calculattions. It is obtained
o
byy dividing th
he pressuree
beneath thee valve plugg by the total pressure at the inlet of the valve. It differss from the overall pres-sure ratio aas the presssure in the diffuser
d
incrreases from
m the valve seat regionn to the outlet. The r/h-ratio is obttained from
m the curvatture of the vvalve seat and
a the heig
ght of the ggap formed by the seatt
and the pluug. The attaachment obsserved in thhe CFD is cllose to the Coanda
C
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Based oon the pressure ratio off attachmentt, which is known from
m the basic research an
nd based onn
pressure reecovery corrrelations off the valve diffuser thee curve of attachment
a
ccan be com
mputed. It iss
drawn intoo the characcteristic charrt of the vallve. The no
on-dimensio
onal mass fllow rate in fig.
f 5 is de-∗
fined in Eqquation (2). j is the critical mass fflux obtaineed from the inlet condittions.
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Additionally, the operating curves of the two valves whose vibration is shown in fig. 2 are plotted in fig. 5. The transitional points at which the vibration suddenly drops are demarked on these
curves. As these points are close to the intersection with the line of attachment, the high vibrational
level can be related to the detached jet and the low level can be related to the attached jet.
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Unsteady analysis
To clarify the effects generated by the pressure fluctuations, unsteady CFD simulations are performed. The flow is investigated at 20% lift. The attached as well as the detached flow topology are
analyzed. The dynamic forces generated by the flow are transferred to the FEM to investigate the
vibrational behavior.
The unsteady investigation reveals that the attached and the detached flow topology can be subdivided into sub-topologies. The sub-topologies, which depend on the pressure ratio, are shown in fig.
6. At pressure ratios which are significantly higher than the pressure ratio of attachment the completely attached wall jet can be found. In this case the dynamic transverse forces which are shown in
fig. 7 are low. If the pressure ratio is close to the pressure ratio of attachment, the entire jet is attached, but a separation bubble appears. In this case the transverse forces are significantly higher
than in the case of the completely attached wall jet. If the pressure ratio is beneath the pressure ratio
of attachment, the jet detaches from the wall. Just beneath the pressure ratio of attachment the separated jet reattaches asymmetrically to the wall of the valve diffuser. In this case the highest dynamic
transverse forces can be found. The asymmetric pattern is caused by an asymmetric pressure distribution at the valve seat. The jet tends to reattach in regions where the local pressure is slightly higher and causes thereby strong pressure fluctuations. In reverse the asymmetric flow pattern maintains
the asymmetric pressure distribution. A more detailed discussion on the asymmetry can be found in
Domnick et al. [4]. At pressure ratios significantly lower than the pressure ratio of attachment the
jet remains detached and flows in the center of the diffuser. With increasing distance to the pressure
ratio of attachment, the intensity of the dynamic transverse force decreases. The dynamic axial force
shown in fig. 8 primary depends on the overall pressure ratio. With decreasing pressure ratio the
dynamic axial force increases.
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Fiig. 6: Time averaged fllow field in the steam valve
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The dynnamic loadss obtained by
b the CFD
D simulation
ns are impreessed on thee mechanical model too
obtain the response too the excitattion by the dynamic fo
orces. Besides the dynaamic forces of the flow
w
he piston rinngs vary. Th
he pressure distributionn at the piston ring andd
field also tthe friction forces at th
hence the normal forcce is known from an experimenttal investigaation. Basedd on scalin
ng laws, thee
forces at thhe valve arre calculated. Accordinng to Coulo
omb’s law of friction the friction
n forces aree
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of thee vibrational acceleration at the cooupling
The vibbrational accceleration at
a the coupliing of the valve
v
obtain
ned by the FFEM is depiicted in fig..
10. A clearr transition in the transsverse vibraational acceleration exiists at the prressure ratio of attach-ment. Thiss behavior correlates
c
with
w the trannsition of vibration obsserved in thhe power sttations. Thee
axial vibraation increasses with deecreasing prressure ratio
o down to a pressure rratio of 0.36
6. From thee
pressure raatio of 0.366 to the preessure ratio of 0.33 thee axial vibrration decreeases. This can be ex-plained by the frictionnal forces which
w
increaase with decreasing presssure ratio.
The investtigation shoows, that th
he highest ttransverse force
f
and vibrations arre generated
d when thee
asymmetric reattachm
ment of the detached w
wall jet occcurs. This happens
h
jusst before th
he completee
attachmentt occurs. Measurement
M
ts from pow
wer plants show that su
udden transiition in the vibrationall
level can bbe related too this effect.
IMPRO
OVING TH
HE JET AT
TTACHME
ENT
The waall jet separaations relateed to the Cooanda effectt can be redu
uced by redducing the curvature
c
off
the valve sseat. If the radius
r
of cu
urvature of tthe valve seeat is increaased, the r/hh-ratio deterrmining thee
pressure raatio of attachhment increeases as welll. The contours of the standard annd the impro
oved designn
are shown in fig.11. The
T pressure ratio of atttachment of
o both geom
metries is ddrawn versu
us the lift off
the valve pplug in fig. 11. The diaagram show
ws that the leess curved valve
v
seat yyields in a reduction
r
off
the pressurre ratio of attachment
a
at
a the investtigated rang
ge of the liftt. Thus, the curve of attachment iss
shifted to a lower leveel and the operational
o
ccurve interssects it at a lower presssure ratio. So
S the sepa-ration occuurs at low pressure
p
ratios at whicch the frictio
onal forces of the pistoon ring are higher andd
less powerr is dissipateed in the vallve.

Fig. 11: Design of
o the impro
oved valve sseat and im
mpact on the pressure raatio of attach
hment
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ACOUSTIC DESIGN OF THE BACK
K CAVITY
In the aaxial force spectra
s
of the
t three opperating poiints with th
he attached flow topolo
ogy distinctt
peaks existt. The forcee spectra aree shown in fig. 12. In this figure the frequenncy is expreessed by thee
Strouhal nuumber definned in eq. (3).
( cs is thee speed of sound.
s
Alth
hough the ppressure ratiio differs inn
these casess, the frequeency of the peak remaiins nearly constant. Th
his indicatess that this peeak is relat-ed to an accoustic modde.
St

f∙D
c

(3)

In addittion pressure fluctuations exist in tthe back cav
vity of the valve.
v
Thesee fluctuatio
ons are plot-ted in fig. 14. As the velocity
v
is very
v
low inn this part of the valve, the pressurre cannot be generatedd
directly byy flow instaabilities in th
he back cavvity. So thee pressure flluctuations have to be transferredd
from a disttant part of the
t valve to
o the back c avity by aco
oustic effects.
To clariify that mechanism, an
n additionall modal com
mputation, predicting tthe eigensh
hapes of thee
gas volum
me in the vaalve, is perfformed. Thee solver AN
NSYS Mech
hanical, whhich is also capable off
solving thee wave equaation in a gas
g volume, is used forr this compu
utation. An eigenmodee, which re-sembles thhe pattern off pressure flluctuations well, existss at St=0.07. This Strouuhal numberr is close too
the Strouhal number of
o the frequ
uency peak.. So this mo
ode is found
d to be the source of the pressuree
peak.
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13: Axial force spectra of the detacched flow

Fig. 12: Axial forcee spectra of the attachedd
f
flow

In contrrast to that, the spectra of the dynaamic axial loads
l
generated by the detached flow
fl topolo-gy are mucch broader. A single peeak which iis significan
ntly higher than
t
the othher peaks an
nd that con-tributes siggnificant to the dynamic forces cannnot be foun
nd in the spectra plotteed in fig. 13.

Fig. 14: Coomparison between
b
preessure fluctuuations and the modal eigenshape
e
k cavity
in the back
The findding that thhe acoustic mode in thhe back cav
vity contributes signifiicantly to th
he dynamicc
forces in ccertain casess is used to
o optimize tthe shape of the plug. Two generi
ric geometriies are ana-lyzed to shhow the pottential for im
mprovemennt. In the first geometrry, the diam
meter of the bores con--
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m
flow paath is increased. This increases thhe cross-secctional areaa
necting thee back caviity to the main
connectingg the back cavity
c
to thee main flow path by 14
46%. The seecond designn variant co
ompromisess
three ribs cconnecting the stem to the valve pplug. In thiss case the crross sectionnal area is in
ncreased byy
800% com
mpared to thee baseline design.
d
The thrree designs are shown in fig. 15. CFD simullations are carried
c
out for a pressu
ure ratio off
0.633 and a pressure ratio
r
of 0.33
33. In case of the attacched flow att a pressuree ratio of 0.6
633, the in-tensity of tthe dynamicc forces is reduced.
r
Esppecially thee low frequeency contennt with a hig
gh potentiall
of excitatioon is reduceed by the im
mproved geoometries.

Fig. 15: Design
D
variaants of the vvalve plug and
a corresponding forcce spectra
a
thee highest reeduction of dynamic foorces in casse of the at-As the design with the ribs achieves
w, it is also tested for detached
d
floow. Comparred to the atttached flow
w case, the reduction
r
iss
tached flow
smaller in the case off the detached flow. Thhe strongestt peaks are moderatelyy reduced bu
ut the spec-m
reaso
on for this i s, that the design
d
with the ribs aim
ms on reduccing the ef-trum is brooader. The major
fect of thee acoustic mode
m
in thee back caviity of the valve
v
and th
his mode iss not the predominantt
source of ddynamic axiial force in case of detaached flow.
The dynnamic forcees obtained from the C
CFD calculaations are im
mpressed onn the FEM. The result-ing vibratioon obtainedd by the FEM
M calculatioon is shown
n in fig. 17. In case of tthe attached
d flow, bothh
the axial aand the trannsverse vibrration are reeduced. In case
c
of the detached fflow, the deesign of thee
valve plug has only litttle effect on
n the vibrattional level.
REDUC
CING THE
E EXCITATION OF T
THE SHEA
AR LAYER
R
If the fllow is attached, a sheaar layer exissts between the high sp
peed wall jeet and the back flow inn
the center of the diffuuser. The strong backfflow is cau
used by the entrainmennt of the jett. The CFD
D
n, which com
mpromises the flow sttraightenerss, shows thaat this shearr
simulation of the baseeline design
layer is dissturbed by vortices
v
gen
nerated by thhe flow straaighteners. The disturbbed shear lay
yer at crosss
section A of the diffuuser is depiicted in thee center of fig. 16. Th
he straightenners are oriiginally de-signed to aavoid the foormation of swirl. In thhe first step the flow sttraighteners are removeed from thee
design to eexamine theeir effect on
n the flow aand the sheaar layer. Th
his design vvariant is sh
hown in fig..
16. In this case, the voortices do not exist andd the flow fiield is much
h more hom
mogeneous compared
c
too
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T formation of swirl is not obseerved, but the
t dynamicc force of the attachedd
the baselinne design. The
flow (π 0.63 ) is inncreased.

Fig. 16: G
Geometry of the design
n variants, tiime averageed velocity in the Sectiion A and ax
xial force
speectras of thee different design
d
variants
The force sspectra are depicted in the lower ppart of fig. 16.
1 Especiallly the peakk related to the
t acousticc
mode is inncreased com
mpared to the
t baselinee design. In
n contrast to
o that, the aaxial force spectrum
s
off
the detacheed flow (π 0.33 ) ch
hanges modderate and no
n substantiial differencces are observed. Thiss
two cases show that the
t shear laayer in the ddiffuser exccites the aco
oustic modee in the bacck cavity off
n case of thee
the valve. IIf the shear layer is dissturbed, the intensity off the acousttic mode is rreduced. In
detached fflow topology, which does
d
not coomprise thee shear layeers, the strai
aightener haas no majorr
impact on the dynamiic forces an
nd the acousstic mode iss not the predominant source of th
he dynamicc
force.
As the flow straigghtener is originally
o
nnot designed
d to disturb
b the shear layer a dessign variantt
with improoved vortexx generating
g devices is designed. These
T
so called vortex generators depicted inn
fig. 16, aree installed just
j
upstreaam the valvve gap. Thee vector plo
ot in section
on A indicates that thee
shear layerr is more diisturbed by this designn than by the baseline design.
d
Alsoo the main peak of thee
force specttrum in case of attacheed flow (π 0.63) is reduced sig
gnificantly. The impact of the de-sign on thee force specctrum is sm
maller whenn the flow iss detached (π 0.33) , no major differencess
are observeed between the designss in this casee.
Again tthe effect on the dynam
mic forces on the struccture is stud
died to evaaluate the aeerodynamicc
improvemeent. In fig. 18 the vibrational acceeleration at the couplin
ng of the vaalve stem iss shown forr
the baselinne design annd for the design
d
withh vortex gen
nerators. Th
he level is ddecreased iff the vortexx
generators are used, but
b the chan
nge of desiggn has only little impacct on the axiial vibration
n in case off
the detached flow. Inn case of th
he attached flow a cleear reductio
on of the dyynamic axial forces iss
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found. In addition the transverse forces are reduced in the two analyzed operating points by the improved design.

0

0.33

0.61

Fig. 17: RMS value of the vibrational acceleration at the coupling of the design variants generated by the attached and the detached flow

π[-]

0.62

Fig. 18: RMS value of the vibrational acceleration at the coupling of the baseline design and
the improved design at two operating points

CONCLUSIONS
The major flow phenomena, generating pressure fluctuation and hence vibration at part load
operation, are analyzed using CFD and FEM methods. The attachment of the wall jet in the steam
diffuser predicted by CFD correlates with sudden drops in valve vibration observed in power
stations. The attached wall jet is favorable as it causes less vibration. As the desired attachment of
the wall jet is related to the Coanda effect, the relative wall curvature at the valve seat determines
the attachment of the jet to the valve seat. Thus the attachment of the jet can be improved if the seat
is less curved.
If the flow is attached, an acoustic mode contributes significantly to the axial forces and to the
axial vibration of the valve stem. This mode excited by the shear layer in the valve diffuser
impresses in the back cavity of the valve dynamic pressure forces on the valve plug. For attached
flow the dynamic axial forces and the vibration can be reduced by acoustically improved plugs with
large cross section connections to the back cavity. Also the excitation of the mode can be reduced
by disturbing the shear layer that excites the mode in case of attached flow. But both methods of
design improvement show significant less impact on the axial vibration if the flow is detached. So
the crucial point in improving this valve geometry is the avoidance of the wall jet separation, which
leads to undesired transverse vibration. If the attached flow is ensured in a wide operational range,
shear layer disturbance and using acoustically improved plugs can provide less axial vibration.
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